Do we Christians really need the Hammer Blow to wake up!?
Are we all really that holy, humble and filled with Love already, that we do not seem to need the
Words of the Lord anymore? Well, I don't know about you, but I am far from that yet. My soul
hungers after everything, what the Lord is sending our way.
Does the World really have to lie in ruins?
Are Judgment and desolation, death and horror really the only wake-up methods?
How many Obamas, Merkels, Francis, Erdogans etc. do we need, until we are able to recognize their
satanic goals?
Spiritually DEAD, jaded, filled with rubbish, unable to communicate person-to-person (without Mobile,
Email and social Media), head over ears in debt, misled by the corrupt media, preyed upon by
slobbering and unscrupulous national leaders and officials, fed with the latest insanity of the so called
'research', calmed down by the churches, temples and religious leaders with the eternal salvation (no
matter, what we do), poisoned by chemtrails, synthetic food, polluted countries and oceans... and last,
but not least we are asked to leave 'OUR' opinion everywhere to disclose our thoughts and emotional
state and this will again be abused for purposes of control and steering.
However, when the Lord is speaking thru Prophets, Seers and Scribes, as He always does - before we
as humanity are coming under the hammer - then, all of a sudden, we know EVERYTHING better,
recognize every occuring discrepancy from OUR norm and reality, and we sort out relentlessly and
radically, what does not fit into OUR THOUGHT PATTERN... Well, as the Lord explained already many
times... 'Your own opinions will derail you.'
So, if we continue this way, it will end badly...
And in regard to purposes of control and steering... The newest technology to do that is the 5G mobile
network - with that they are able to control and steer us in real time!
I say this from experience and conviction... "Friends, Brothers & Sisters... Prophets exist nowadays as
well."
The answer to that usually is... "Yes, yes... I know. Doomsday, hell and damnation. Who wants to hear
that? I have, what I need. And should something be lacking, I go to my church and ask there. But
Prophets? Sent by God? Forget it!"
Or also... "Oh yes - I know a Prophet. I really like to listen to him. Do you know xy? No? That's not
good... Which prophet are you talking about? What, you mean yz? Oh, be ever so careful with that
one... I have already heard and read many negative things about him."
These remarks are even verifiable in numbers. Let's only look at our Youtube Channel... 30'000
subscribers - only 6-12 % are listening to the messages, depending on the source they come from.
Videos with the Lords Messages to Clare (Loveletters from Jesus) are the favourite, because they
contain the most 'news'.

Followed by
- the Lord's Messages thru Timothy (Trumpet Call of God)
- the Lord's Messages in the Third Testament
- the Lord's Messages thru Jakob Lorber (Great Gospel of John, Household of God, Scripture
Explanations, Deathbed Scenes etc.) and
- the Lord's Messages thru Gottfried Mayerhofer (The Lord's Sermons/Secrets of Life)
On average, one third of each video is watched - so it becomes very clear, why the Lord needs so many
people, who pass on His Words and Thoughts. It also depends on demands, languages, preferences and
tendencies, concerns, troubles and hardships - everything must be taken into consideration.
The absolute killer words are... Humility, brotherly love, poverty, self-abnegation, correction & selfknowledge
The absolute trend words are... Nuclear war, comets, aliens, Trump, epidemics, plagues & rapture
Sad, isn't it? But we as christians are the same sensationalists like everyone else! Stubborn, selfish &
in a know-it-all manner!
As it is written in Revelation 3, the Letter to the assembly of Laodicea
I know your works, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wished, that you were cold or hot. So because
you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I am going to vomit you out of My mouth. Because you say,
I am rich, and I am made rich, and need none at all, and you do not know that you are wretched,
pitiable, poor, blind, and naked. I advise you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, so that you
become rich, and white garments, so that you become dressed, and the shame of your nakedness might
not be shown, and anoint your eyes with ointment, so that you see. As many as I love, I reprove and
discipline. So be ardent and repent. See, I stand at the door and knock.
Perfect description of the present time... Our Lord saw this already 2,000 years ago.
Well, it could be totally different, if we were willing
to LEARN - to LISTEN - to BE OPEN - to BE HONEST
Learn...
- how to look into our own heart and seek the Lord therein
- how to ask the Lord for light and advice
- how to approach something without reservation
- how to discern with the Lord
- to TAKE IT TO HEART and implement it

Learn...
- to exercise honest, unveiled self-observation
- to look at our fellow man with love,
- to approach and help him
- to listen to the stirring of the heart and if possible, to act accordingly
- to love our enemies, for only good thoughts and prayers can change attitudes
- to want to save our own soul consistently
- to ban the 'world' from our life... our self-love, imperiousness, avarice, jealousy, greed and envy
Learn...
- to put the mobile aside
- to turn off the television
- that chatter and gossip fall under 'You shall not kill'
- that Jesus Christ cannot be found in any institution and church
- that forgiveness of sins is a personal matter and does not need an intermediary
... for the children of God are heirs of His Glory!
Well? Is this an expectation?
The Lord's Blessing and Protection be with us all

